TACTICAL THREAT ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT COURSE
Assessing threats before they happen
is an important skillset. Are you ready?

PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

PA R M
Assessing threats before they happen is an important skillset for
security professionals in any venue, from international special
events to building and facilities management. Properly assessing
and managing those threats could mean the difference between
life and death for many.
ProActive Risk Management (PARM) offers a number of
groundbreaking and revolutionary workshops that combine the
latest in scientific research on threat analysis and management
from the perspective of human behavioral signatures of
maltinent and deception that can add enormous value to any
security professional or system. Our workshops are relevant
to all security personnel involved in perimeter and checkpoint
security, active engagement with potential threats, and the
identification of signs of imminent assault and aggression.
Powered by Humintell, our workshops leverage the latest,
state-of-the art scientific research on the behavioral indicators
of threats, malicious intent, and deception. Our trainings are
unique in that they provide trainees the latest information about
valid and reliable behavioral indicators concerning bad actors
who are operational, i.e., currently engaged in conducting an
act of violence, and actors with malintent who need to deceive
operational security personnel about their intent to commit an
act of malfeasance. This one-of-a-kind content is powered by the
latest research on these topics funded by the Department of
Homeland Security, Department of Defense, and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. This research includes Humintell’s latest
studies of operational terrorists’ mindsets – the cognitions,
emotions, and behaviors of bad actors when they’re actively
engaged in an act of violence.

POWERED BY

Our techniques involve not only the observation of behavioral
cues, but also conversational and brief interview strategies
that amplify the production of such cues. Humintell is the only
organization in the world that has published science concerning
these behavioral cues, especially with regard to deception and
malicious, future intent.
Participants also learn the unique facial expressions associated
with imminent aggression using a proprietary training tool
based on cutting edge research in this area. This tool is also
based on unique studies that have isolated a specific set of
facial expressions reliably associated with imminent aggression.
All of PARM’s techniques are based on behavioral indicators
proven to be applicable across cultures and languages. Upon
request, the training also encompasses physical perimeter
security reviews, as well as active shooter response training.

 Learn about behavioral indicators of
malintent and deception based on state-ofthe-art scientific research
Focus on valid and reliable indicators proven
by science and informed by fieldwork
Learn not only to assess, but also mitigate
threats and reduce risks

Applicable across cultures, countries, and
languages
Ideal for all security personnel
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